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The Weitzel company offers the entire range of sports facility construction from
greenfield sites to earthworks, drainage, substructure and surfacing from a single
source. You have only one contact for the entire realisation of your sports facility, as
we provide end-to-end service.
With us you get advice in all aspects of sports field construction. Beginning with the
stadium construction up to the children's playground. We advise builders, clubs, and
planners both in technical feasibility and in the selection of sports surface systems for
specific applications. We provide the corresponding cost estimates for all services free
of charge.
We are a 77-strong team - consisting of experienced engineers, technicians, master
craftsmen, skilled workers, and trainees, supported by modern machinery.
Furthermore, after completion of your project we keep a competent maintenance team
available for care and maintenance of the facility.

Service and consulting right from the start
From the idea to planning, construction, and maintenance of a sports field, we support
our customers with precise analyses on site and advice tailored to their needs. As we
produce all modern sports surface systems ourselves - from natural grass, to artificial
and synthetic grass, to combined natural and synthetic grass systems (hybrid grass),
various synthetic surface systems - we can provide our customers with first-hand
planning reliability. Our team of specialists from a wide range of disciplines is equally
committed to finding the technically and economically optimal solution for your project
together with you.

Qualification
You can benefit from our experiences in substructure construction (earthworks,
drainage, ground profiling), the latest sports surfacing systems, care, maintenance,
and repair of sports facilities. Our active participation in the DIN standardization
committees for synthetic turf, synthetic surfaces, synthetic turf using factory-prepared
elastic layers and as chairman of the RAL Quality Assurance Association guarantees
the inclusion of current trends and DIN standards. Our promise is the highest quality
for your project at the latest state of the art. The artificial turf systems installed by us
comply with the FIFA quality concept and have already been certified according to the
FIFA 1-star and FIFA 2-star ratings. The correctness of this company philosophy was
also crowned by the award of international certifications for our sports surfaces
according to IAAF Class 1.

Local Authorities
Planning services, the new construction/conversion or modernisation of sports facilities
and their maintenance are often managed in the public sector. The economical use of
taxpayers' money is driving the decision making. That means economic efficiency and
proportionality are important measures for the projects. At this Point we can provide
professional technical solutions for you based on our 60 years of experience. We
develop reliable cost estimates and economic comparisons of various sports surface
systems for you to ensure the efficient use of budgets.

Associations & Clubs
Increasingly clubs take planning and execution of their sports facilities into their own
hands. Because of that, a competent sparring & service partner is indispensable.
Already in the planning phase we are at your disposal with our experience and knowhow and accompany you during the entire realisation process. In the recent past, many
clubs, primarily from the football and hockey sector up to first division clubs, have made
use of our competence and skills as a general contractor. We offer all clubs solutions
for questions regarding financing, subsidies, planning security, adherence to the cost
budget, coverage of construction risks, construction time management, contract
security, durability of the sports field and use beyond the construction period in the
form of maintenance contracts, etc.

Architects
A good cooperation between client, architect and construction company has a
measurable effect on the project. Already in the planning phase, we provide the
planning part with current changes, standards according to VOB/C in the shortest
possible time through our cooperation in the German standardisation committees (DIN
committee, Nabau, RAL). We are happy to offer our experience in sports ground
construction and provide solutions for special local conditions, but also with regard to
planning security, adherence to the budget, the economic efficiency requirement and
product neutrality.

Groundskeeper
As a groundsman, you are responsible for maintaining the value of the sports facility.
We are available to the groundskeepers with advice and assistance regarding
professional maintenance and use of the sports facility. Our customers receive tailored
care packages with special equipment, advice for natural and artificial grass care, the
tennis courts or synthetic surfaces or any assistance with upcoming repairs,
replacement deliveries of sports equipment etc.

Sport fields include for us:
- Athletics facilities for competitions of all kinds
- Football and hockey pitches, both natural and artificial grass
- Recreational sports facilities (soccer fields, streetball, etc.)
- Fall protection surfaces, e.g. under playground equipment in public and
private areas, which can also serve as a design element due to different
colour choices

High-tech products from own development
The long experience of Weitzel Sportstättenbau also flows into the development of our
own products:

Artificial turf systems
We have artificial turf systems for all DIN-compliant surfaces, from full artificial turf to
sand- or rubber-sand-filled artificial turf to the latest generation of cork-filled artificial
turf or hybrid turf.

Plastic flooring systems
Over 30 years of experience in the processing and further development of our own
plastic flooring systems have led to our versatile and proven product range. We have
numerous proven WETO sports surface systems with various surface properties and
surface designs.

Natural turf systems
Both the classic seeding of natural grass and the laying of quickly playable turf is part
of our repertoire. Special attention should be paid to the ongoing maintenance of a
natural grass. Here we can offer you renovation services of all kinds.

Fall protection products
We can offer you tested and certified fall protection surfaces for every application. We
are also happy to implement special solutions, such as coloured paths.

Service and advice right from the start!
Whether local authority, club, architect, or groundsman - there are many different
requirements for the realisation of sports facilities, which vary according to customer
group and scope.
For each of the customer groups, we have experienced contacts who will advise you
individually and work with you to put together tailor-made solutions.

About Weitzel Sportstättenbau:

For more than 60 years we at Weitzel Sportstättenbau, as the leading sports ground
constructor in Northern Germany, have been shaping and designing all kinds of sports
facilities.
From amateur to competitive sports, from public authorities to Bundesliga clubs. We
master the optimal interplay of professional advice for all types of sports surfaces.
Added to this is our experience regarding budgeting, use, durability and maintenance.
Sustainability in construction and environmental protection are important to us. The
influence of the sports field on player behaviour is also important and is constantly
monitored by us.
For us, fair play applies not only on the pitch, but also in the interaction between our
partners and colleagues. As general contractor in complete construction we are the
right partner for you.
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